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Bihar, India

Muzaffarpur

Gaya

Patna

Aim To identify the transportation issues faced by

women in urban areas of Bihar and how they effect

womenõschoices regarding economic and social

opportunities

Bihar has the lowest female LFPR in the country 

(F: 6.9%; M: 69%, 2017-18)



What does the primary 
survey indicate?
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1,974
(50% women)

Sample size



Travel 
Behavior

ÅWomen make 37% fewer trips than men

ÅNo gender difference for education trip 

distances 

ÅWomen workers travel 45% shorter 

distances (3.45km) than men

ÅTime on household work: F: M students: 2:1 

ÅTime on household work: F: M workers : 4:1 
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Key issues

Å Womenõsmobility is invisible in mobility plans, as they do not report travel behaviour by sex, do not include household/care

trips, sexual harassment faced or perception of unsafety; undercount walking trips

Å 1/ 4th women have faced sexual harassment while commuting : staring, lewd comments and stalking . More than 3/ 4th incidents

are on streets

Å Walking is 40% of all trips, yet <15% of the ROW is allocated for footpaths . Rash driving, waterlogging, absent/ insufficient

and discontinuous footpaths, lighting are major concerns

Å Safer streets in the night are a cause for concern : deserted/ secluded streets, street lighting, fear of thefts, groups of men

standing at corners are a concern for women



Street Design 
Guidelines
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Universal 

Accessibility

Environmental 

Sustainability

Informal Economy Behavior Change

Mobility & proximity 

of care
Safety and 

Security

Efficiency

Principles



Major Streets

Intermediate 

Streets

Local Streets

Non-motorized 

transport  Streets

m

Serve a mobility function and cater to city -level travel, provide high frequency 

public transport services and mass rapid transit. 

Connect multiple neighborhoods and acts as feeder roads to the major roads, 

provide frequent public transport services.

Provide property access; designed for traffic calmed streets with pedestrian 

priority. 

Pedestrian only, pedestrian and cycling -priority streets.

Street network


